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lie it". known that I, JEssn A. (RANDALL, of 
Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State of 
New York, have invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Folding Chairs; and I do 
hereby declare that the following is a full, 
clear, and exact description thereof, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, and 
to the letters of reference marked thcreon, 
which form part of this speci?cation, in 
whichw 
Figure l is a view of my improved chair 

opened. Fig. 2 is a view of the same closed. 
Fig. is a bottom plan view. Figs. 4 and 5 
are details. 
This invention is an improvement in t’old 

ing chairs. Its object is to improve the con 
struction of such chairs, so that they will be 
not only equally as strong as the non~folding 
chairs, but may be closed in a smallerbundlo 
than ordinary folding chairs. My invention 
consists in the hereinattcr-deseribed construc 
tion and arrangement of parts. 
Referring by letter to the drawings, A A 

designate the two similar rearlegs of the chair, 
which are preferably extended to form the 
back-supports thereof, and which are each pro 
vided, near their center, with an enlargement 
or ?xed knob, a a, and at top with a similar 
knob, a’ a’, which knobs maybe turned with 
the legs, if desired. 

ll B are loose rings or sliding pieces on legs 
A A below knobs u (I, and I) h are similar slid~ 
ing pieces between knobs (I and u’. 

(‘ designates a closing X-brace composed of 
two equal bars, 1' c, pivoted together at cen 
ter, and connected, respectively, ‘at their op 
posite ends to the knobs (H! and sliding pieces 
B B. 

I) is a similar X-braee, the ends of which 
are connected to knobs a’ and pieces-b. IYh en 
legs A A are closed together, the X—braoes 
are distended, and pieces I; Z) slide downward, 
as is evident, and when the legs are separated 
the X-braees are closed and the pieces slide 
upward. 
E E are the front legs of the chair, having 

knobs e c at their upper ends, which may be ; 
turned therewith, and sliding pieces I‘ It‘ be- . 
low these knobs. 
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G G are X-braces COHHQCIQG, respectively, 
to knobs e and u and F and I; at opposite sides 
of the chair, so when pieces B are raised or 
lowered, as described, the braces G G will be 
opened or closed, thus drawing legs E E to 
ward or separating them from legs A A, the 
sliding pieces F F permitting this action of 
braces G G. H is a similar X-brace connect 
ing legs E E, being attached to knobs e e and 
pieces F F, so when pieces F l? are raised or 
lowered. by the opening or closing of braces 
G G, as described, the brace II is similarly 
opened or closed, its opening separating legs 
E E and its closing drawing them together. 
By this arrangement of sliding pieces and 
pivoted X-braces the chair can be opened or 
closed simply by pulling apart or pushing to 
gether legs A A, or any pair of the legs, as the 
movement of one braceis transmitted direct 
to all the others. The svstem oi’ braces keeps 
the legs at corresponding distances from each 
other, whether closed, or partially or wholly 
extendcd, and the size of the chair can be 
readily varied accm'ding to the extent of open 
ing oi’ the braces. The seat'l is preferably 
made of ?exible material, so that it will told 
with the legs, and is attached at its corners to 
knobs tr e of the legs. ‘The back .I is also of 
?exible mat crial and is attached to knobs u 
and o’. 
In some cases it is desirable to lock the 

chair when closed or extended, and to do this 
I make the pivot of one of the braces of a 
threaded bolt provided with a thumb-nut at 
II, so by tightening the nut I can bring the 
members of the brace together and prevent 
their movement; or, if desired, I can employ 
the strips L L, which are pivoted at one end 
to the ends of the members of the brace, and 
are hooked over retainingstuds In 7v: on the 
ends of the opposite members. It will thus 
appear that I have an ordinary-looking chair, 
which can be folded into a very small com 
pass, and when folded it will occupyhardly on e 
quarter of the space required when opened. 
Having thus described my invention, I 

c1aim 
1. The combination of the front, and rear 

pair of legs, the sliding pieces thereon, and the 
. X-braces thereof connected to said pieces at 
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their lower ends, with the pair of side X-braces 
connected to the upper ends of the legs and 
to the sliding pieces, whereby all the braces 
are open ed or closed simultaneously, substan 
tially as set forth. 

2. The combination of the rearlegs extended 
to form the back-support, and the upper and 
lower X-braces connecting the same, having 
sliding connections with the legs at their 
lower ends, with thefront pair of legs, the X 
brace connecting the same, and the side pairs 
of X-braces connecting the front and rear legs, 
the lower ends of the braces being connected 
to sliding pieces on the legs, substantially as 
speci?ed. 

The combination of the front and rear 
pairs of legs and the sliding pieces thereon, 
the X-braces connecting the same, attached 
to said sliding pieces at their lower ends, With 
the side X-braces connecting the front and 
rear pairs of legs, and connected at their lower 
ends to said sliding pieces, and the locking 
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device for the braces, substantially as de 
scribed. , 

4. The combination, in a folding chair, of 
the pieces forming the rear legs and back 
supports, and having knobs at center and top, 
and sliding pieces below each knob, and the 
X-braces connected to said knobs and sliding 
pieces, With the front pair of legs having 
knobs at top and sliding pieces below the 
knobs, the X-brace connected to said knob 
and sliding pieces, and the side pair of X 
braces connected‘ to the ?xed knobs and slid 
ing pieces of one front and one rear leg, and 
the flexible seat and back, all substantially 
as set forth. ‘ 

In testimony thatl claim the foregoing as my 
OWnI af?x my signature in presence of two wit 
nesses. 

JESSE A. (‘RANDALL 
\Vitnesses: 

OTTE ROBINSON, 
NOAH TEBBETTs. 
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